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- Developed in the framework of two NARIC projects co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
- To foster knowledge of different Higher education degrees and promote recognition
- Database of authentic samples of national degree certificates from Higher Education Institutions
- 24 countries, 4,349 samples collected
- Accessible to staff of the ENIC-NARIC centres only
- FraudSCAN database with samples of verified fraudulent qualifications or issued by Diploma Mill institutions
Ukrainian qualifications from Scan-d database

**Ukrainian qualifications from Scan-d database**

[https://ukrainianqualifications.cimea.it/](https://ukrainianqualifications.cimea.it/)

- 317 samples of qualifications (Молодший спеціаліст / Molodshiy specialist, Бакалавр / Bakalavr, Магістр / Magistr, Спеціаліст / Specialist, Доктор наук / Doktor nauk).
- From 61 higher education institutions.
- Accessible to everyone.
QUALIFICATION DETAILS
Bachelor Access: complete general secondary education, Junior specialist degree; External Independent Testing completion, exams, interview. Duration: official/actual – 4 years (grounds to reduce the studying period – access after Junior Specialist diploma acquisition); Workload: 240 (120) ECTS credits; degree accreditation form – complex exam. Academic rights: access to the Master studies Professional rights: employment in accordance with the qualification awarded.

LEVEL OF QUALIFICATION (ACCORDING TO THE BOLOGNA PROCESS, EQF AND NQF)
Bologna Cycle 1
EQF level 6
National QF 6

DESCRIPTION
Bachelor is an educational degree that is acquired at the first level of higher education and awarded by the Higher Educational Institution upon successful completion of educational and professional program. Its workload is 180-240 ECTS credits (3-4 years generally; 1 year - 60 ECTS credits). The workload required for the award of a bachelor degree to a student who is continuing studies after having been awarded a relevant Junior Bachelor degree shall be defined by the HEI. The first (Bachelor) higher education level stipulates person's acquisition of theoretical knowledge and practical skills. It must be sufficient for successful accomplishment of professional duties in conformity with the major. Students, who demonstrated achievement of exceptionally high standards while studying and successfully passed state attestation at the state-accredited HEI are awarded with diploma with honours ("red diploma"). According to the Law of Ukraine "On Higher Education": higher educational institutions have obtained a right to offer accredited and non-accredited educational programs to the applicants since September 2014. A graduate receives an educational document of the state standard after successful completion of the accredited program. The format and contents of the state standard educational document are established by the legislation. At the same time higher educational institutions apply their specified letterheads that may differ in appearance. After completion of non-accredited educational program the graduate receives a non-state standard document on education (approved by the academic board of the HEI). Series of the state standard documents are "A", "B", "C", "M", "E", "K", "P", and series of the non-state standardized documents: "K", "P", "Q".
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